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These paperback editions makes Peter Williams's
influential scholarship available to a wider field of
readers, including those with an interest in the ever-
expanding discussions of original instrumentation and its
implications for modern performance. Professor Williams
examines Bach's organ works piece-by-piece,
reconstructing for the present-day performer and listener
the original context of the work. Form and style are
analysed, with abundant musical examples and frequent
allusions to the views of other commentators. Each
volume contains a preface, calendar, lists of musical
sources and references, and an index.
A fantastic little book about Bach and the musical climate
before and during his life, with a look at his continuing
influence in music. Many of the earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before,
are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive.
We are republishing these classic works in affordable,
high quality, modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.
Prepared and edited by Rick Mooney, a well-known
Suzuki teacher, teacher-trainer and member of the
Suzuki Cello Committee, these books contain harmony
parts to go with many of the pieces in the Suzuki Cello
School, Volumes 1, 2 and 3. All of these pieces have
been arranged to resemble, as much as possible, the
existing piano accompaniments. These ensembles
enable a cello teacher (who does not play or have
access to a piano) to play harmony parts with students to
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prepare them for the time when a piano and pianist are
available. Also, these parts give additional challenges for
the more advanced player during a group lesson. Titles:
* Long, Long Ago (T.H. Bayly) * Maytime Komm Lieber
Mai from Sehnsucht nach dem Frühlinge, K. 596 (duet &
quartet) (W.A. Mozart) * Minuet No. 1, Minuet II from
Suite in G Minor for Klavier, BWV 822 (J.S. Bach) *
Minuet No. 3, Minuet in C, BWV Anh. II 114/Anh. III 183
(J.S. Bach) * Chorus from Judas Maccabaeus (G.F.
Handel) * Hunters' Chorus from 3rd Act of the opera Der
Freischutz (C.M. von Weber) * Musette, Gavotte II for the
Musette from English Suite No. 3 in G Minor for Klavier,
BWV 808 (J.S. Bach) * March in G (J.S. Bach) * Theme
from Witches' Dance (N. Paganini) * The Moon over the
Ruined Castle (R. Taki) * The Two Grenadiers, Die
beiden Granadier, Op. 49, No. 1 (R. Schumann) *
Gavotte (F.J. Gossec) * Bourrée from Sonata in F Major
for Oboe and Basso Continuo, HHA IV/18. No. 8-EZ
(G.F. Handel)
This monumental study of Johann Sebastian Bach ranks
among the great classics of musicology. Since its first
publication in 1873–80, it has remained the basic work
on Bach and the foundation of later research and study.
The three-part treatment describes in chronological
sequence practically everything that is known of the
composer's life: his ancestry, his immediate family, his
associations, his employers, and the countless
occasions on which his musical genius emerged. Author
Philipp Spitta accompanies this biographical material
with quotations from primary sources: correspondence,
family records, diaries, official documents, and more. In
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addition to biographical data, Spitta reviews Bach's
musical production, with analyses of more than 500
pieces, covering all the important works. More than 450
musical excerpts are included in the main text, and a
43-page musical supplement illustrates longer passages.
Despite the scholarly nature of this work, it also has the
rare distinction of being a study that can be read with
considerable enjoyment and great profit by every serious
music lover, with or without a substantial background in
the history of music or musical theory.
A most impressive 220-page edition of the first volume of
"The Well-Tempered Clavier," these 24 preludes and 24
fugues were painstakingly researched over a period of
10 years, using the most important original manuscript
sources. Baroque scholar Willard A. Palmer's thorough
introduction discusses fugal construction, articulation and
other aspects of performance interpretation. Volume I of
"The Well-Tempered Clavier" has been updated with a
new "look" to match Volume II. This essential
masterpiece is a "must-have" for all pianists.
Volumes 1 and 2 in one book. With Music, German text
and English translations. Includes the Four-Part Chorals
Nos. 1-405 and the Melodies Nos 406-490, together with
Preface, Introduction and 8 Appendices. Charles Sanford
Terry (1864-1936), Historian and Bach Scholar. He
studied at St. Pauls Cathedral Choir School as a solo
boy, King's College and Lancing. He studied history at
Cambridge and lectured in history at Durham College of
Science and at Aberdeen. He spent much of his life
devoted to Music and to Bach in particular. He started
choral societies in both Newcastle and Durham. He
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wrote extensively on Bach. Walter Emery said that his
biography of Bach was "the only one that is both detailed
and readable."
This book gives an account of the individual works of one
of the greatest composers. The first volume of a two-
volume study of the music of J. S. Bach covers the
earlier part of his composing career, 1695-1717. By
studying the music chronologically a coherent picture of
the composer's creative development emerges, drawing
together all the strands of the individual repertoires (e.g.
the cantatas, the organ music, the keyboard music). The
volume is divided into two parts, coveringthe early works
and the mature Weimar compositions respectively. Each
part deals with four categories of composition in turn:
large-scale keyboard works; preludes, fantasias, and
fugues; organ chorales; and cantatas. Within each
category, the discussion is prefaced by a list of the works
to beconsidered, together with details of their original
titles, catalogue numbers, and earliest sources. The
study is thus usable as a handbook on Bach's works as
well as a connected study of his creative
development.As indicated by the subtitle Music to Delight
the Spirit,, borrowed from Bach's own title-pages,
Richard Jones draws attention to another important
aspect of the book: not only is it a study of style and
technique but a work of criticism, an analytical evaluation
of Bach's music and an appreciation of its extraordinary
qualities. It also takes account of the remarkable
advances in Bach scholarship that have been made over
the last 50 years, including the many studies that have
appearedrelating to various aspects of Bach's early
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music, such as the varied influences to which he was
subjected and the problematic issues of dating and
authenticity that arise. In doing so, it attempts to build up
a coherent picture of his development as a creative
artist, helping us to understand whatdistinguishes Bach's
mature music from his early works and from the music of
his predecessors and contemporaries. Hence we learn
why it is that his later works are instantly recognizable as
'Bachian'.
A two-volume 1888 English translation of Emil
Naumann's Illustrierte Musikgeschichte, with additional
chapters on English music by Frederick Gore Ouseley.
This provocative addition to the Bach Perspectives
series offers a counternarrative to the isolated genius
status that J.S. Bach and his music currently enjoy.
Contributors contextualize Bach by examining the output,
reputation, and compositional practices of his
contemporaries in Germany whose work was widely
played and enjoyed in his time, including Georg Philipp
Telemann, Christoph Graupner, Gottlieb Muffat, and
Johann Adolf Scheibe. Essays place Bach and his work
in relation to his peers, examining avenues of
composition they took while he did not and showing how
differing treatments of the same subjects or texts
resulted in markedly different compositional results and
legacies. By looking closely at how Bach's
contemporaries addressed the tasks and challenges of
their time, this project provides a more nuanced view of
the musical world of Bach's time while revealing in more
specific terms than ever how and why Bach's own music
remains fresh and compelling. Contributors are Alison
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Dunlop, Wolfgang Hirschmann, Michael Maul, Andrew
Talle, and Steven Zohn.
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923.
This book may have occasional imperfections such as
missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks,
etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were
introduced by the scanning process. We believe this
work is culturally important, and despite the
imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as
part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of
printed works worldwide. We appreciate your
understanding of the imperfections in the preservation
process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
(Piano Collection). Contents: Two-Part Inventions:
Invention in C Major, BWV 772 * Invention in C minor,
BWV 773 * Invention in D Major, BWV 774 * Invention in
D minor, BWV 775 * Invention in E-flat Major, BWV 776 *
Invention in E Major, BWV 777 * Invention in E minor,
BWV 778 * Invention in F Major, BWV 779 * Invention in
F minor, BWV 780 * Invention in G Major, BWV 781 *
Invention in G minor, BWV 782 * Invention in A Major,
BWV 783 * Invention in A minor, BWV 784 * Invention in
B-flat Major, BWV 785 * Invention in B minor, BWV 786 *
Three-Part Inventions (Sinfonias): Sinfonia in C Major,
BWV 787 * Sinfonia in C minor, BWV 788 * Sinfonia in D
Major, BWV 789 * Sinfonia in D minor, BWV 790 *
Sinfonia in E-flat Major, BWV 791 * Sinfonia in E Major,
BWV 792 * Sinfonia in E minor, BWV 793 * Sinfonia in F
Major, BWV 794 * Sinfonia in F minor, BWV 795 *
Sinfonia in G Major, BWV 796 * Sinfonia in G minor,
BWV 797 * Sinfonia in A Major, BWV 798 * Sinfonia in A
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minor, BWV 799 * Sinfonia in B-flat Major, BWV 800 *
Sinfonia in B minor, BWV 801
Focusing on the works of J. S. Bach, this invaluable
guide surveys the choral-orchestral repertoire.
This book gives an account of the individual works of one
of the greatest composers. The first volume of a two-
volume study of the music of J. S. Bach covers the
earlier part of his composing career, 1695-1717. By
studying the music chronologically a coherent picture of
the composer's creative development emerges, drawing
together all the strands of the individual repertoires (e.g.
the cantatas, the organ music, the keyboard music). The
volume is divided into two parts, covering the early works
and the mature Weimar compositions respectively. Each
part deals with four categories of composition in turn:
large-scale keyboard works; preludes, fantasias, and
fugues; organ chorales; and cantatas. Within each
category, the discussion is prefaced by a list of the works
to be considered, together with details of their original
titles, catalogue numbers, and earliest sources. The
study is thus usable as a handbook on Bach's works as
well as a connected study of his creative development.
As indicated by the subtitle Music to Delight the Spirit,,
borrowed from Bach's own title-pages, Richard Jones
draws attention to another important aspect of the book:
not only is it a study of style and technique but a work of
criticism, an analytical evaluation of Bach's music and an
appreciation of its extraordinary qualities. It also takes
account of the remarkable advances in Bach scholarship
that have been made over the last 50 years, including
the many studies that have appeared relating to various
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aspects of Bach's early music, such as the varied
influences to which he was subjected and the
problematic issues of dating and authenticity that arise.
In doing so, it attempts to build up a coherent picture of
his development as a creative artist, helping us to
understand what distinguishes Bach's mature music from
his early works and from the music of his predecessors
and contemporaries. Hence we learn why it is that his
later works are instantly recognizable as 'Bachian'.
In this new Alfred Masterwork Sheet Music edition,
Willard A. Palmer provides fingering and offers
suggestions in footnotes for the performance of
ornaments and other markings, based on his extensive
study of the original source.
In this penetrating study, Russell Stinson explores how four of
the greatest composers of the nineteenth century--Felix
Mendelssohn, Robert Schumann, Franz Liszt, and Johannes
Brahms--responded to the model of Bach's organ music. The
author shows that this quadrumvirate not only borrowed from
Bach's organ works in creating their own masterpieces,
whether for keyboard, voice, orchestra, or chamber
ensemble, but that they also reacted significantly to the music
as performers, editors, theorists, and teachers. Furthermore,
the book reveals how these four titans influenced one another
as "receptors" of this repertory and how their mutual
acquaintances--especially Clara Schumann--contributed as
well. As the first comprehensive discussion of this topic ever
attempted, Stinson's book represents a major step forward in
the literature on the so-called Bach revival. He considers
biographical as well as musical evidence to arrive at a host of
new and sometimes startling conclusions. Filled with
fascinating anecdotes, the study also includes detailed
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observations on how these composers annotated their
personal copies of Bach's organ works. Stinson's book is
entirely up-to-date and offers much material previously
unavailable in English. It is meticulously annotated and
indexed, and it features numerous musical examples and
facsimile plates as well as an exhaustive bibliography.
Included in an appendix is Brahms's hitherto unpublished
study score of the Fantasy in G Major, BWV 572. Engagingly
written, this study should be read by anyone at all interested
in the music of Bach or the music of the nineteenth century.
Total 371, Nos. 199-371 in this volume. Volume 2 of Bach's
historic settings of the chorales. C. P. E. Bach said of these
chorales: "Those connoisseurs of the art of harmonizing and
composing settings will likewise not withhold their praise
when they observe with appropriate attentiveness the very
unusual manner my father uses to set up harmony in these
settings, the natural flow of the inner voices as well as the
bass, factors which set these chorale settings apart from any
others." The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that is
perfect for study and performance.
J. S. Bach’s Suites for Unaccompanied Cello are among the
most cherished and frequently played works in the entire
literature of music, and yet they have never been the subject
of a full-length music analytical study. The musical examples
herein include every note of all movements (so one needs no
separate copy of the music while reading the book), and
undertakes both basic analyses—harmonic reduction,
functional harmonic analysis, step progression analysis, form
analysis, and syntagmatic and paradigmatic melodic
analysis—and specialized analyses for some of the individual
movements. Allen Winold presents a comprehensive study
intended not only for cellists, but also for other performers,
music theorists, music educators, and informed general
readers.
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As the official publication of the American Bach Society, Bach
Perspectives has pioneered new areas of research in the life,
times, and music of Bach since its first appearance in 1995.
In a series long known for its major essays by leading Bach
scholars and performers, Bach Perspectives, Volume 6 is no
exception. This volume opens with Joshua Rifkin’s seminal
study of the early source history of the B-minor orchestral
suite. It not only elaborates on Rifkin’s discovery that the
work in its present form for solo flute goes back to an earlier
version in A minor, ostensibly for solo violin, but also takes
this discovery as the point of departure for a wide-ranging
discussion of the origins and extent of Bach's output in the
area of concerted ensemble music. Jeanne Swack presents
an enlightening comparison of Georg Phillip Telemann’s and
Bach's approach to the French overture as concerted
movements in their church cantatas, and Steven Zohn views
the B-minor orchestral suite from the standpoint of the
"concert en ouverture," responding to Rifkin by suggesting
that the early version of the B-minor orchestral suite may also
have been scored for flute.
Johann Sebastian BachHis Work and Influence on the Music
of Germany, 1685-1750
The New International Edition of Suzuki Piano School,
Volume 3 includes French, German and Spanish translations,
new Romantic and 20th-century pieces. The contents have
changed slightly to include a new Romantic piece by Gurlitt
and a 20th-century piece by Bartí_k as well as the Bach
"Minuet in G Minor" (from Notebook for Anna Magdalena
Bach), formerly in Volume 2. Other improvements include a
cleaner appearance with less editing and spacious new
engravings, as well as more detailed titles that include the
keys, sources, composer dates, and catalog numbers. Titles:
* Sonatina in C Major, Op. 36, No. 1 (Allegro, Andante,
Vivace) (M. Clementi) * Minuet in G Minor, from J. S. Bach's
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Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach (C. Petzold) * Sonatina
in C Major, Op. 55, No. 1 (Allegro, Vivace) (F. Kuhlau) *
Theme, from Symphony No. 3 ("Eroica"), Op. 55, 4th
Movement (L. van Beethoven, Arr. Unknown) * The Wild
Rider, from Album for the Young, Op. 68, No. 8 (R.
Schumann) * Little Waltz, from Little Flowers, Op. 205, No. 10
(C. Gurlitt) * íŠcossaise, K. WoO 23 (L. van Beethoven) *
Sonatina in C Major, Op. 36, No. 3 (Spiritoso) (M. Clementi) *
Teasing Song, from For Children, Sz. 42 (Bí©la Bartí_k)
Shows the growth of an English village from a medieval
clearing to the urban congestion of the present day as seen
from the same viewpoint approximately every hundred years.
(Piano Method). Contents: 8 Minuets * Polonaise * 3
Marches * 2 Musette * Bourree * Gavotte.
The Ashgate Research Companion to Johann
Sebastian Bach provides an indispensable
introduction to the Bach research of the past thirty-
fifty years. It is not a lexicon providing information on
all the major aspects of Bach's life and work, such as
the Oxford Composer Companion: J. S. Bach. Nor is
it an entry-level research tool aimed at those making
a beginning of such studies. The valuable essays
presented here are designed for the next level of
Bach research and are aimed at masters and
doctoral students, as well as others interested in
coming to terms with the current state of Bach
research. Each author covers three aspects within
their specific subject area; firstly, to describe the
results of research over the past thirty-fifty years,
concentrating on the most significant and
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controversial, such as: the debate over Smend's
NBA edition of the B minor Mass; Blume's
conclusions with regard to Bach's religion in the
wake of the 'new' chronology; Rifkin's one-to-a-vocal-
part interpretation; the rediscovery of the Berlin
Singakademie manuscripts in Kiev; the discovery of
hitherto unknown manuscripts and documents and
the re-evaluation of previously known sources.
Secondly, each author provides a critical analysis of
current research being undertaken that is exploring
new aspects, reinterpreting earlier assumptions,
and/or opening-up new methodologies. For example,
Martin W. B. Jarvis has suggested that Anna
Magdalena Bach composed the cello suites and
contributed to other works of her husband - another
controversial hypothesis, whose newly proposed
forensic methodology requires investigation. On the
other hand, research into Bach's knowledge of the
Lutheran chorale tradition is currently underway,
which is likely to shed more light on the composer's
choices and usage of this tradition. Thirdly, each
author identifies areas that are still in need of
investigation and research.
This newly engraved edition will be very useful to all
piano students and teachers. A necessary step to
prepare for the Preludes and Fugues. Kalmus
Editions are primarily reprints of Urtext Editions,
reasonably priced and readily available. They are a
must for students, teachers, and performers.
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Table of contents
Piano Method
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1)
We have not used OCR(Optical Character
Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos. (2) In books where there are
images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We
have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images, so they represent accurately the original
artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain
imperfections with these old texts, we feel they
deserve to be made available for future generations
to enjoy.
As the official publication of the American Bach
Society, Bach Perspectives has pioneered new
areas of research in the life, times, and music of
Bach since its first appearance in 1995. Volume 8 of
Bach Perspectives emphasizes the place of Bach's
oratorios in their repertorial context. These essays
consider Bach's oratorios from a variety of
perspectives: in relation to models, antecedents, and
contemporary trends; from the point of view of
musical and textual types; and from analytical
vantage points including links with instrumental
music and theology. Christoph Wolff suggests the
possibility that Bach's three festive works for
Christmas, Easter, and Ascension Day form a
coherent group linked by liturgy, chronology, and
genre. Daniel R. Melamed considers the many ways
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in which Bach's passion music was influenced by the
famous poetic passion of Barthold Heinrich Brockes.
Markus Rathey examines the construction and role
of oratorio movements that combine chorales and
poetic texts (chorale tropes). Kerala Snyder shows
the connections between Bach's Christmas Oratorio
and one of its models, Buxtehude's Abendmusiken
spread over many evenings. Laurence Dreyfus
argues that Bach thought instrumentally in the
composition of his passions at the expense of certain
aspects of the text. And Eric Chafe demonstrates the
contemporary theological background of Bach's
Ascension Oratorio and its musical realization
All 48 preludes and fugues in all major and minor
keys. Authoritative Bach-Gesellschaft edition.
Explanation of ornaments in English, tempo
indications, music corrections.
This last in a two-volume study examines Bach's
musical compositional development in his later
years, including his time at Cðthen and Leipzig.
Volume 2 of 2-volume set. This stimulating narrative
traces Bach's life; discusses contemporary artistic
and philosophical movements; assesses the work of
his predecessors Schutz, Scheidt, Buxtehude, etc.,
analyzes Bach's own work; and passes on brilliant
recommendations for performance — tempo,
phrasing, accentuation, dynamics, etc. Translated by
Ernest Newman.
Scholars and performers have long noted J.S.
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Bach's abundant use of parody procedures: that is,
the recycling and reworking of pre-existing material
from his own compositions or from other sources.
Laura Buch edits essays exploring how the
composer parodied the work of others and how other
composers did the same with him. The contributors
delve into the works of Baroque-era composers from
Bach himself to C. P. E. Bach, Johann Caspar
Ferdinand Fischer, and Ferruccio Busoni. But they
also cast a wider net, investigating the ways Bach's
music cross-pollinates with contemporary composer-
performers John Lewis and the Modern Jazz
Quartet, and keyboardist Bernie Worrell and
Parliament-Funkadelic. The diverse contexts
illuminate a broad range of parody techniques, from
structural scaffolding and contrapuntal elaboration to
integration with stylistic languages far removed from
the Baroque. An insightful look at how composers
build on each other's work, Bach Reworked reveals
how nuanced understandings of parody procedures
can fuel both musical innovation and historically
informed performance. Contributors: Stephen A.
Crist, Ellen Exner, Moira Leanne Hill, Erinn E. Knyt,
and Markus Zepf
"Stinson's book is completely up-to-date and
presents a wealth of new material - particularly
involving chronology and music style - never before
available in English. An exhaustive bibliography is
provided as well as copious musical examples and
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facsimile reproductions from the autograph. For even
the most seasoned Bach aficionado, this study will
open up fresh perspectives on some of the
composer's greatest creations."--Jacket.
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